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Please make sure that each comment only deals with a single issue.  
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 the relevant article/chapter/paragraph, where appropriate 

 whether your comment is a proposed amendment, clarification or deletion.  

If you require more space for your comments, please copy page 2.  
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Public consultation 

Draft guidance of the European Central Bank on leveraged transactions. 

Template for comments 

Name of Institution/Company ING Bank N.V. 

Country The Netherlands 

Comments 

Guide Issue 
Guidance 

(Include number) 
Comment  

Concise statement of why your comment should be taken on 

board 

 Unadjusted EBITDA A.1 Amendment The proposed unadjusted EBITDA is against market practice. 

 Unadjusted EBITDA A.2 Amendment 
The proposed unadjusted EBITDA deviates from the US 

interagency guidance. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.1 Clarification A distinction between capital intensive companies and asset 

light companies could provide for a stronger basis to capture the 
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risk. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.2 Clarification 

The proposed definition of 4x leverage cannot always be 

considered as a reliable floor when monitoring “risk”, due to 

different characteristics between markets, sector, cyclicality, 

growth perspective, protection from barriers to entry and market 

position, geography, local legislation and companies. 4x 

leverage could result in a mismatch between the real risk and 

the portfolio sample. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.3 Amendment 

Transactions that are considered to be excluded from the 

proposed definition of leverage are not always clearly defined in 

the draft proposal e.g. horticulture, agriculture and inland 

shipping. Besides, the definition for project finance is too 

narrow. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.4 Amendment 

Propose to exclude companies with a turnover < EUR50mln to 

ensure that SME companies are excluded from the definition. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.5 Amendment 

Definition and guidance should be consistent with the size and 

risk profile of the institution’s leverage relative to their assets, 

earnings and capital. Therefore proposed to set a threshold of 

EUR25mln instead of the proposed EUR5mln. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.6 Amendment 

Undrawn available commitments should be excluded from the 

proposed definition especially related to CAPEX facilities, as 

these buy additional EBITDA which has a moderating effect on 
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leverage. 

 
Metrics and 

Measurements 
B.7 Amendment 

Propose to change the wording of highest level of credit 

committee into senior management. 

 
Risk appetite and 

governance 
C.1 Amendment 

The requirement to present a transaction with a leverage >6x to 

the highest level of management does not improve credit risk, 

especially within larger banks where the highest level of 

management has a different focus area. 

 
Underwriting and 

Syndication Risk 
D.1 Deletion 

Requested to exclude club deals that are already funded without 

underwriting risk from the proposed monitoring and reporting for 

syndicated transactions. 

 
Underwriting and 

Syndication Risk 
D.2 Amendment 

The 90 days failed syndication period seems to be more aligned 

with the US where we see different book building practices and 

a more liquid market that justifies a shorter time period. Propose 

to align with the European market situation and extend the failed 

syndication period towards a 180 days. 

 

Policies and 

procedures for new 

deal approval, 

etc.etc. 

E.1 Deletion 
Enterprise valuation by an independent unit does not reduce 

credit risk. 

 Policies and 

procedures for new, 

E.2. Amendment Single rating combining all features like leverage and structure 

is not consistent with current PD and LGD instructions and this 
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etc. etc. does not reduce risk. 

 

Policies and 

procedures for new, 

etc etc 

E.3 Amendment 

On the proposed ongoing monitoring, “repayment capacity could 

be an issue”, is presented as a hard requirement. However, in 

the US Interagency Guidance it was not meant as a minimum 

requirement. 

 

Policies and 

procedures for new, 

etc. etc. 

E.4 Clarification 
Questionable how to capture the tail end market events in 

relation to the proposed stress testing. 

 

Reporting 

requirements and IT 

systems 

F.1 Clarification SME like companies do not report EBITDA – Leverage. 

 

Reporting 

requirements and IT 

systems 

F.2 Clarification 

How to capture available EBITDA information during the 

financing procedure while there are still manual adjustments 

being done. 

 

Reporting 

requirements and IT 

systems 

F.3 Amendment 
Reporting alignment between the US and Europe is of crucial 

importance for an international active bank as ING.  

             Choose one option       
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Dear Sirs, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our comments on the draft consultation on the Guidance of Leverage Transactions. We welcome the initiative 

to come to an alignment between banks on the definition of Leverage Transactions whilst at the same time keeping market discipline. Looking at the 

proposed definition, however, it is quite broad and as a result includes a lot of transactions that are not considered by the market as leverage. This 

could have a potential impact e.g. SME financing, or companies that naturally show higher leverage levels due to sector or country specifics. 

Furthermore the proposed definition shows misalignments with the US guidance. As a bank both active within the European Banking Area as well as 

in the US it will be difficult to manage and report leverage transactions based on different standards and definitions. 

A. Main issues with proposed definition of Leverage Transactions 

The proposed unadjusted EBITDA is; 

1. Against market practice and suggests that the leverage multiple should take into account significant non-recurring costs, pro-forma impact of 

acquisitions already made, or the full impact of cost savings already implemented.  

 

2. Deviates from the US Interagency guidance interpretation;   

- The US FAQ paper of 7 November 2014 says “examiners will criticize situations in which EBITDA is defined in loan documents in ways 

that allow enhancements to EBITDA without reasonable support”, whilst the proposed definition is based on an unadjusted EBITDA. 

- With regards to point 2 of the definition (“All types of loan or credit exposures where the borrower is owned by one or more financial 

sponsors”), to include borrowers owned by one or more financial sponsors deviates from the US Interagency Guidance guidelines that 

states: “Ownership of a borrower by a financial sponsor should not mean that a loan is automatically categorized as leveraged if the other 

quantitative criteria is not met”.  

B. Metrics & Measurements 

To better capture credit risk related to leverage, the proposed metrics and measurements should also take into account in the market observable 

underlying drivers of the leverage itself i.e.  

1. Capital intensive companies require substantial Capex and have a lower cash conversion rate than asset light companies (e.g. service 

companies). Another angle is high volume business with low margins versus low volume business with high margins. High volume business 

should have more granular customer exposure while high margin business can add more value to its business process. A distinction between 

capital intensive companies and asset light companies could provide for a stronger basis to acknowledge those differences.   
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2. The proposed definition of 4x leverage cannot always be considered as a reliable floor when monitoring “risk”, due to different characteristics 

between markets, sector, cyclicality, growth perspective, protection from barriers to entry and market position, geography, local legislation and 

companies. 4x leverage could result in a mismatch between the real risk and the portfolio sample.  

 

a. Large companies with high goodwill levels (e.g. due to a high market value of a brand name) could potentially show average leverage 

levels of >4 x , nevertheless from a credit risk view it cannot be compared with a medium corporate leverage transaction.  

b. Transactions within certain countries show on average higher leverage levels due to state controlled policies. This is country specific and 

tend to be temporarily. In the past Japanese companies were highly leveraged compared to US and Euro peers. Same is true for Korean 

Chaebols. 

c. It makes a difference to evaluate the leverage between that of a capital intensive or an asset light business. The EBITDA-Capex leverage 

multiple is then for comparison reasons a better proxy for leverage.  

d. Observed leverage multiples also differ between companies exposed to cyclical sectors and non-cyclical sectors.  

e. Exclusion of available cash as currently proposed does not provide a reliable reflection of the real leverage perceived. Proposed to use a 

net leverage definition. 

f. Size matters. In general this is reflected in the rating models. We could suggest to exclude leveraged companies that have a rating better 

than BBB-/Baa3. 

 

3. Transactions that are considered to be excluded from the proposed definition of leverage are not always clearly defined. With regards to asset 

based loans it is not fully clear whether this includes e.g. horticulture, agriculture and inland shipping. Besides, the definition for project finance 

is too narrow. 

 

4. The proposed definition also captures Small and Medium sized enterprises. These corporates do not report EBITDA (same for corporates 

under Russian Accounting Standards) and it will be difficult for those companies to facilitate the requested information. This could have a 

potential impact on SME financing. Therefore propose to exclude companies with a turnover < EUR50mln.   

 

5. Because the definition and guidance should be consistent with the size and risk profile of the institutions’ leverage relative to their assets, 

earnings and capital,  propose to set a (credit exposure) threshold either in line with the relative size of the total bank’s balance sheet or to set 

a credit exposure threshold of 25mln (versus €5mln as proposed in the draft guidance).  
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6. Undrawn available commitments should be excluded from the definition especially related to CAPEX facilities, as these buy additional EBITDA 

which has a moderating effect on leverage. 

 

7. The US Fed Guidance seeks to include adjustments/reasonable enhancements to EBITDA and does not require such transactions to be 

approved at the highest level of credit committee. Proposed to include similar adjustments/enhancements on the proposed debt/EBITDA ratio. 

 

C. Risk appetite and governance 

1. The proposed treatment and governance to define, review and endorse a budget and limits  on an annual basis are already quite aligned with 

the current practice within ING. However, depending on the definition of leveraged transactions, additional IT and reporting tools will be 

necessary to provide senior management a comprehensive and consistent oversight on all leveraged transactions originated, syndicated or 

purchased . This will require considerable investment capacity.  

2. The requirement to present a transaction with a leverage > 6x to the highest level of management does not improve credit risk, especially 

within larger banks where the highest level of management has a different focus area. Propose to change the wording in senior management. 

 

D. Underwriting and Syndication Risk 

1. Most of the proposed measurements support a safer and more manageable book, however it is questionable to include club deals that are 

already funded without underwriting risk (see as proposed on page 11-12 of the draft ECB Guidance). Requested to exclude these 

transactions from the proposed monitoring and reporting. 

2. Furthermore, the proposed hurdle of 90 days to consider a transaction as a failed syndication deviates from the current 180 days counting 

from day of credit approval as being used within ING. The 90 days seems to be more aligned with US where we see different book building 

practices and a more liquid market that justifies a shorter time period. 
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E. Policies and procedures for new deal approval, monitoring and managing of longer-term leveraged transaction holdings 

ING welcomes most of the proposed due diligence requirements, however;  

1. Enterprise valuation by an independent unit feels like red tape (especially for corporates) while this does not reduce credit risk (ECB draft 

guidance on leveraged transaction p 7). 

 

2. Single rating combining all features like leverage and structure is not consistent with current PD and LGD instructions (ECB draft guidance on 

leveraged transaction p 8) and this does not reduce risk. Note that structure elements are to be seen in context of the business and its 

environment, this is hard to put in a model. 

  
3. On the proposed ongoing monitoring, “repayment capacity could be an issue (borrower able to repay 50% total debt within 5-7 years). The 

afore mentioned de-levering guideline is seen as a hard requirement by the ECB. However, in the US Interagency Guidance it was presented 

as an assumption from supervisors in connection with providing a risk rating. In the US FAQ paper it was further clarified that it is not meant as 

a minimum requirement for a pass-rating but if not met compensation should be found from financial support (e.g. demonstrated guarantor or 

sponsor support, strength and stability of cash flow resources, the borrower’s ability to curtail discretionary expenses or dividends).  

 
4. Besides, it is questionable how the proposed stress testing framework is able to capture the tail end market events when the proposed 

definition of leverage is so broad that it will be difficult to capture tail-end events with regard to unregistered transactions / Over the Counter 

market. 

 

F. Reporting requirements and IT systems 

The proposed monitoring and reporting guidelines to capture the defined leveraged transactions will need additional investment in IT and reporting 

tools. Besides there are gaps to close and further clarification necessary based on the discussion on the proposed leverage definition. 

1. Identification of leveraged transactions based on financials - availability of updated and comprehensive financial information for all 
transactions is an issue. SME like companies in most cases do not report EBITDA – leverage.  
 

2. Definition of EBITDA – it was mentioned that while financing a transaction prudential adjustments are made on the available EBITDA 
information which will complicate calculation of the leverage ratio. In case there are transactions based on manual adjustments done, then on 
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a transaction level such LF transactions would need to be identified in the central system through a flag or an identifier. This will require 
significant system investments. 

 
3. Reporting alignment between the US and Europe is of crucial importance for an international active bank as ING. We trust that the ECB will 

seek the necessary alignment to avoid different reporting standards and operational issues between both regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




